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Section One: State of Play
EU-UK Negotiations Begin

Monday, 2 March 2020 saw the beginning of 
the negotiations between the EU and UK on 
their future relationship. The first round of 
talks was scheduled for 2-5 March and four 
further rounds have been arranged (18-20 
March; 6-8 April; 27-30 April; 13-16 May).  

The EU negotiating team is led by Michel 
Barnier, Head of the Task Force for Relations 
with the UK (UKTF) while the UK team is led 
by David Frost, Head of Task Force Europe 
(TFE). Representatives from the Council, 
Commission and European External Action 
Service on the EU side, and officials from 
relevant Government Departments and public 

bodies on the UK side, will participate in the 
talks as appropriate.  

The UK Government’s statement on the 
negotiations indicates readiness to abandon 
the talks process if, in London’s judgement, 
insufficient progress has been made by 
the scheduled high-level June review. The 
Government noted that it was hopeful that, by 
this point, the  outline of an agreement would 
be apparent, and that the two parties would be 
capable of “rapidly” finalising the agreement “by 
September”. Contingent upon progress made 
by that June meeting, the UK Government will 
subsequently decide whether to continue with 
negotiations, or to pivot towards focusing on 
domestic preparations for exiting the transition 
period “in an orderly fashion”.

Introduction
The Brief seeks to provide up-to-date information on the progress and content of the UK-EU 
negotiations, and bring together relevant statements and policy positions from key players in 
Ireland, the UK and EU.

The Brief is part of a wider communications programme covering the work of the IIEA’s UK 
Project Group – including commentaries, speeches, texts and event reports – which are 
highlighted on the Institute’s website. (www.iiea.com)
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Terms of Reference for Negotiations 

A mutually agreed document containing the 
Terms of Reference for the Negotiations was 
published on 28 February 2020. The document 
contained the terms for the negotiation, 
including the timetable, negotiating parties and 
groups, the rules on sharing documentation, 
and language.

On the timetable for negotiations, the 
document states that “full negotiating rounds 
will in principle take place every two to three 
weeks, unless agreed otherwise between the 
parties.” and rounds will alternate between 
London and Brussels. Agendas will be agreed 
and delegation lists will be exchanged 5 
working days in advance of each round.

Eleven negotiating groups will be established 
in order to meet the practical needs of 
the negotiations: Trade in Goods; Trade 
in Services and Investment and other 
issues; Level Playing Field for open and fair 
competition; Transport; Energy and Civil 
Nuclear Cooperation; Fisheries; Mobility and 
Social Security Coordination; Law enforcement 
and judicial cooperation in criminal matters; 
Thematic Cooperation; Participation in Union 
Programmes; Horizontal arrangements and 
governance.  

The European Commission noted that the 
United Kingdom proposes not to include a 
negotiating group dedicated to ‘Cooperation 
on foreign policy, security and defence’.

The negotiating rounds will begin in Brussels, 
during the week beginning 2 March 2020. 
Further timings for rounds, as far as mid-May, 
have also been agreed. A high-level meeting 
is planned for June, for the parties to “take 

stock of progress” in order to agree “actions 
to move forward in negotiations on the future 
relationship”.

The Future Relationship with the EU

The UK Government has published a formal 
statement of its approach to the negotiations 
with the EU in a Command Paper ‘The future 
relationship with the EU’, which states that: 

The vision for the UK’s future relationship 
with the EU has already been set out, 
successively, in the manifesto on the 
basis of which the Government won the 
12 December 2019 General Election, 
and, subsequently, in the Prime Minister’s 
speech in Greenwich on 3 February. It is 
a vision of a relationship based on friendly 
cooperation between sovereign equals, 
with both parties respecting one another’s 
legal autonomy and right to manage their 
own resources as they see fit. Whatever 
happens, the Government will not 
negotiate any arrangement in which the 
UK does not have control of its own laws 
and political life. That means that we will 
not agree to any obligations for our laws 
to be aligned with the EU’s, or for the EU’s 
institutions, including the Court of Justice, 
to have any jurisdiction in the UK.

In the paper, the UK Government agreed that all 
policy areas set out in the Political Declaration will 
remain relevant to the UK’s future cooperation 
with the EU. However, it indicated that it does 
not wish all areas to be “incorporated into a 
negotiated Treaty or similar arrangement”. This 
contrasts with the EU position that all elements 
of the future relationship should be negotiated 
under one Treaty. 
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The UK Government contends that there are a 
number of policy areas which possess scope for 
future cooperation. However, in the view of the 
UK Government, many such areas  – for example 
foreign policy or immigration policy – are “for 
the UK Government to determine”, without 
requiring “an institutionalised relationship.” 

The UK Government has publicly indicated 
that it will not extend the transition period 
provided for in the Withdrawal Agreement. 
The justification for this being that there is “a 
limited, but sufficient, time for the UK and the 
EU to reach agreement.” 

The document indicates that the Government 
hopes for a “broad outline of an agreement” 
to be clear “and capable of being rapidly 
finalised by September”. It further states 
that if there are indications in June that this 
will not be the case, it will decide whether 
“the UK’s attention should move away from 
negotiations and focus solely on continuing 
domestic preparations to exit the transition 
period in an orderly fashion.” 

Michael Gove Speech to House of 
Commons, 27 February 2020

The UK Minister for the Cabinet Office and de 
facto Deputy Prime Minister, Michael Gove, 
made a major statement to the House of 
Commons on 27 February 2020, addressing 
the key elements of the Government paper on 
‘The Future Relationship with the EU’. 

In his speech, Mr Gove remarked that in 
Britain’s leaving the EU signalled  “a new 
chapter in the history of these islands.” He said 
that the UK Government has honoured the 
clearly expressed wish of the British people.” 

Mr Gove expressed the belief that: “Their 
instruction to us, their servants, to secure 
our departure from the EU has been followed. 
As a sovereign, self-governing, independent 
nation, we will have the freedom to frame our 
own laws, control our own borders, lower all 
our taxes, set our own tariffs, determine our 
own trade relationships, and ensure that we 
follow the people’s priorities on security, the 
economy, and democratic accountability.”

He outlined the UK position on the negotiations 
with the EU: “Talks with the EU on our future 
relationship begin next week. It is our aim to 
secure a comprehensive free trade agreement 
as well as agreement on questions such as 
fisheries, internal security and aviation […] 
but this House, our European partners, and, 
above all, the British people should be in no 
doubt: at the end of the transition period on 31 
December, the United Kingdom will fully recover 
its economic and political independence. We 
want the best possible trading relationship 
with the EU, but in pursuit of a deal, we will 
not trade away our sovereignty.”

He described their negotiating approach as 
consisting of two principles: Firstly, “that we 
wish to secure a relationship based on friendly 
co-operation between sovereign equals. We 
respect the EU’s sovereignty, autonomy and 
distinctive legal order, and we expect it to 
respect ours. We will not accept or agree to 
any obligations where our laws are aligned 
with the EU or the EU’s institutions, including 
the Court of Justice.” 

Secondly, “that we will seek to emulate 
and build on the types of relationship that 
the EU already has with other independent 
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sovereign states.” He stated that the UK’s 
proposal draws on “existing EU agreements 
such as the comprehensive economic and 
trade agreement with Canada, the EU-Japan 
economic partnership agreement and the 
EU-South Korea free trade agreement. That 
approach should enable us to move swiftly 
towards the goal envisaged in the political 
declaration agreed last October, in which both 
sides set the aim of concluding a zero-tariff, 
zero-quota free trade agreement.”

Mr Gove addressed other elements of the 
future relationship, on which the UK is seeking 
to reach separate agreements with the EU, 
including on fisheries, law enforcement and 
judicial cooperation. He also addressed the UK 
stance on the EU position that the agreement 
should include level playing field provisions:

As well as concluding a full FTA, we will 
require a wholly separate agreement 
on fisheries. We also hope to conclude 
an agreement on law enforcement 
and judicial co-operation in criminal 
matters, so that we can work with the 
EU to protect their citizens and ours from 
shared threats, but we will not allow our 
own legal order to be compromised

Securing agreement on all those 
questions should not, in principle, be 
difficult. We are, after all, only seeking 
relationships with the EU that it has with 
other nations—relationships that respect 
the interests and the sovereignty of both 
partners. It is in that light that we should 
view discussions about what has been 
termed the “level playing field”. It has 
been argued that EU demands in this 
area will make full agreement difficult, 

yet there is no intrinsic reason why 
requirements that both parties uphold 
desirable standards should prejudice 
any deal. The EU has also argued that 
the UK is a unique case, owing to its 
geographical location, but proximity is 
not a determining factor in any other FTA 
between neighbouring states with large 
economies. It is not a reason for us to 
accept EU rules and regulations.

Elaborating on the UK position on common 
standards, Mr Gove indicated that: “we will 
not be seeking to align dynamically with EU 
rules on EU terms governed by EU laws and 
EU institutions.” In his view, this constituted   
an important element of the Brexit vote: “The 
British people voted to take back control, 
to bring power home and to have the rules 
governing this country made by those who 
are directly accountable to the people of this 
country, and that is what we are delivering.”  
He added that “our negotiation will be 
undertaken without prejudice and with full 
respect to the Northern Ireland protocol.”

Finally, he indicated that the negotiations 
are due to begin this week, will be led by 
David Frost, and that he is confident that the 
timeline as it stands will provide sufficient 
time to reach “broad agreement” ahead of the 
high-level summit in June.

EU Negotiation Mandate

On 13 February 2020 the EU Council adopted 
a Decision authorising the opening of 
negotiations with the United Kingdom on a 
new partnership agreement. Subsequently, 
on 25 February 2020 the Council issued a 
detailed Annex to that Decision, setting out 
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the negotiating guidelines underpinning the 
approach of the EU team led by Michel Barnier. 

In the guidelines of 23 March 2018, the 
European Council restated the Union’s 
determination to have as close as possible 
a partnership with the United Kingdom in 
the future. According to those guidelines, 
such a partnership should cover trade 
and economic cooperation, and also 
other areas, in particular the fight against 
terrorism and international crime, as well 
as security, defence and foreign policy.

The Political Declaration that accompanied 
the Withdrawal Agreement sets out the 
framework for the future relationship 
between the European Union and the United 
Kingdom. It establishes the parameters 
of an ambitious, broad, deep and flexible 
partnership across trade and economic 
cooperation with a comprehensive and 
balanced Free Trade Agreement at its 
core, law enforcement and criminal justice, 
foreign policy, security and defence and 
wider areas of cooperation.

In its conclusions of 13 December 2019, 
the European Council reconfirmed its 
desire to establish as close as possible 
a future relationship with the United 
Kingdom in line with the Political 
Declaration and respecting the previously 
agreed guidelines of the European Council, 
as well as statements and declarations, 
notably those of 25 November 2018. The 
European Council reiterated in particular 
that the future relationship with the United 
Kingdom will have to be based on a balance 
of rights and obligations and ensure a level 
playing field.

Michel Barnier Speech in Brussels

On 26 February 2020, the EU Chief Negotiator, 
Michel Barnier, addressed students of the ESCP 
Europe Business School in Brussels on the 
objectives of the new negotiation for which the 
Member States had given a detailed mandate. 

We will need to rebuild everything; build 
an ambitious and lasting partnership with 
a great country that will remain our friend, 
our ally and our partner. This is also the 
spirit of the resolution that has been voted 
here in the European Parliament.

The political declaration, which we agreed 
with Boris Johnson’s government on 17 
October 2019, just four months ago, is 
unprecedented in its scope and ambition. It 
covers not just economic aspects but also 
security and defence issues. At the heart 
of the economic partnership it provides 
for: On the one hand, an ambitious free 
trade agreement, with no tariffs or quotas 
on any goods, including agricultural and 
fishery products. On the other, solid 
guarantees for a level playing field.

Every preferential trade agreement sets 
terms and conditions for opening up 
markets.

Our agreements with Turkey and Ukraine, 
and the recent one with Switzerland, 
include comprehensive provisions on 
competition and state aid. Our deals 
with Canada, Japan, Korea foresee non-
regression clauses on environmental and 
labour standards, as well as rules on 
subsidies and safeguards. Each of these 
agreements contains tailored provisions, 
targeting specific areas of cooperation – or 
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concern – with that partner. And each of 
these agreements 

has enforcement mechanisms that are 
proportionate to the level playing field 
risks posed by that partner.

David Frost in Brussels

On 17 February 2020, Prime Minister 
Johnson’s European Advisor and UK Chief 
Negotiator, David Frost, spoke at the ULB 
Brussels University.  His remarks proved 
controversial and provoked much media and 
political comment. RTÉ Europe Editor, Tony 
Connelly, wrote of the five key points arising 
from David Frost’s speech: 

“Boris Johnson has made it clear what he 
doesn’t want - a bespoke trade agreement that 
would keep the UK aligned with EU rules and 
standards (this is roughly what Theresa May 
wanted, partly in response to the demands 
of the UK manufacturing and export sector, 
partly in response to the problems of the Irish 
border).” According to Connelly, the UK is 
pushing for something off the shelf, like the 
“EU-Canada trade deal, which abolished most 
tariffs and made inroads into services, but 
which would still involve a significant degree 
of trade friction.”

In his view, “[the] UK wants to be treated as 
‘sovereign equals’; that’s code for saying it 
should be able to set its own standards and 
regulations without necessarily being penalised 
in terms of access to the single market” He 
noted, however, “the Conservatives have 
made it clear that that will involve trade friction 
and companies now have time to prepare for 
that reality.”

He writes that David Frost is “[making] 
a bold connection between a trade 
agreement and democratic consent, which, 
[Frost] contends, would snap ‘finally and 
dramatically’ if the UK were to abide by EU 
rule.” As such, “he is asserting the right for 
the UK to diverge, according to democratic 
sovereign principles, but that may not be 
the same as actually diverging”.

Mr Connelly went on to note that “[the] EU is 
unlikely to find very much new in his speech, 
in that a lot of this sentiment has been heard 
before from UK ministers (although the idea 
of democratic consent snapping ‘finally and 
dramatically’ will have raised a few eyebrows). 
The EU has already accepted, in some of the 
European Commission’s preparatory slides, 
that the UK will not be a ‘rule-taker’. Following 
Boris Johnson’s speech in Greenwich there was 
a view in Brussels that, despite the posturing, 
there were signals between the lines that the 
two sides may not be that far apart.”

In that regard, Mr Connelly writes:

That may be true, but by framing the 
negotiations in terms of the fragility of 
democratic consent Frost has certainly 
raised the stakes. Both sides are 
committed to a relationship that works, 
that is not mired in crisis and disputes every 
couple of months, and are committed to 
mechanisms and resolution panels that 
are designed to keep crises at bay. 

While the EU in general, and France in 
particular, has been holding a strong line 
on the level playing field issue, there have 
been signs of pragmatism on how a level 
playing field is defined and adjudicated.
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David Frost’s speech is either a real 
warning that a breakdown is very possibly 
before the end of the year, or an attempt 
at inflating the sovereignty issue to such 
an extent that if the EU take a pragmatic 
approach it will be presented by the UK as 
a victory.

EU Budget Negotiations

A first round of negotiations on the future 
EU Budget ended with deep divisions on key 
issues, in particular the scale of adjustments 
needed to deal with the €60-75 billion funding 
gap arising from the UK departure from the 
union. The European Council President, 
Charles Michel, halted the discussions without 
setting out a clear path to a further attempt 
to find compromise and agreement but with 
recognition that the issues will be revisited in 
a few weeks.

The so-called ‘frugal four’ group of net 
contributors to the budget – Sweden, 
Netherlands, Denmark, Austria – plus 
Germany have insisted that the budget ceiling 
should not be increased beyond the current 
level of 1 per cent of EU gross national income. 
Charles Michel had proposed an increased 
figure of 1.017 per cent to provide funding for 
new priority actions in areas such as climate 
change, migration, digital economy and 
security/defence. Ireland took the position 
that it was prepared to contribute more 
to the budget over the seven-year budget 
period but not if payments to Irish farmers 
and critical programmes such as regional and 
social development were cut back. Proposed 
reductions in farm payments would be resisted, 
in particular since farmers were being asked to 
do more to combat climate change.  

UK Immigration Policy Changes

UK Home Secretary Priti Patel has published 
proposals for a new immigration policy to 
become effective on 1 January 2021 as the 
EU free movement policy ceases to apply. 
The new system will be points-based and 
will prioritise higher paid and better qualified 
workers from overseas. Points will be awarded 
in respect of a number of conditions – receipt 
of a job offer, a minimum threshold income 
of £25,600, educational qualifications and the 
ability to speak English. The system effectively 
bars entry for unskilled workers. Irish citizens 
will continue to be covered by the provisions 
of the Common Travel Area.

The Home Secretary commented that “We’re 
ending free movement, taking back control 
of our borders and delivering on the people’s 
priorities by introducing a new UK points-
based immigration system which will bring 
overall migration numbers down.” 

The new system will create serious problems 
for sectors such as social care, construction, 
farming and food processing. UK businesses 
have employed large numbers of low-skilled 
workers under the EU free movement rules. As 
many as 3.2 million EU citizens have applied 
for ‘settled status’ allowing them to remain 
and work in the UK after 1 January. 

The trade union Unison reacted by warning 
of a disaster for the social care sector. The 
CBI spoke of sectors wondering how they 
could recruit the people needed to run their 
businesses. 

The five main political parties in Northern 
Ireland were united in their negative 
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response to the new arrangements. Sinn 
Fein described the proposals as “unpopular, 
unworkable and a direct threat to the North’s 
economic viability” while the SDLP spoke of 
“a fundamental threat to the North’s economy 
and the effective provision of public services.” 
For the DUP, Jeffrey Donaldson indicated that 
his party would insist “that we get some form 
of regional variation on the salary threshold 
to recognise the high dependence of Northern 
Ireland on the agri-food sector.” He also argued 
that Northern Ireland’s border with the EU 
“should be taken into account in considering 
the need for regional variations.”  

Post Brexit Trade Deals

The UK Government plans to move quickly on 
opening trade talks with the United States and 
will shortly publish guidelines for negotiations 
with emphasis on controversial issues such as 
US demands for market access for its drug and 
healthcare firms. Trade Minister Liz Truss has 
spoken of securing far-reaching and mutually 
beneficial tariff reductions aimed at increasing 
access to the US market for UK businesses 
and securing lower prices and more choice 
for consumers. “Britain will not compromise 
on its high animal welfare and food standards 
and the price the NHS pays for drugs will not 
be on the table in trade talks.” The Minister 
also set out the broad aims of a post-Brexit 
trade strategy with a view to the talks with 
the US, but also with Japan, Australia and New 
Zealand, possibly leading to a comprehensive 
and progressive transpacific partnership. 

Commentators suggest that moves on US trade 
may be seen as an attempt to put pressure 
on the EU where leaders have questioned the 
likelihood of agreeing a trade deal before the 
end of the year.

Northern Ireland Protocol

The Government has expressed concern that 
the UK has not commenced implementation 
of the Irish Protocol. Tánaiste Simon Coveney 
has stated that failure in this element of the 
overall Brexit arrangements could ‘significantly 
damage’ the prospects of finalising even a basic 
free trade agreement by the end of the year. 

According to the Tánaiste: If there isn’t 
progress on the infrastructure needed to 
implement the Irish Protocol as part of 
the Withdrawal Agreement in the next few 
months, then I think that is going to be a very 
worrying signal for whether or not it’s going 
to be possible to conclude something sensible 
before the end of the year. Whatever has been 
agreed in an international treaty needs to be 
agreed in full.”  

Section Two: The Evolving Debate

Blue Passports

The UK’s break with the European Union 
will be marked symbolically in March when 
the first new dark blue passports will go 
into circulation, replacing the burgundy EU 
documents which had been used since 1988. 
One Brexit-supporting MP commented “Having 
our blue passports back is a visible sign that 
we’ve delivered, that we’re out of the EU and 
in charge of our own destiny. It might only be 
a new passport, but it feels pretty good.” 

There was an outcry when it was learned that 
the contract to produce the new passport had 
been awarded to the Paris-based security 
company Gemalto, part of the French defence 
contractor Thales. 
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Staffing for Brexit

The British Government is facing the challenge 
of recruiting up to 50,000 people to deal 
with the extensive paperwork demands of 
Brexit – customs declarations and entry/exit 
declaration forms.  Training enough people 
in time to commence carrying out these 
essential tasks will prove difficult. Training of 
equivalent officials in France, Netherlands and 
Ireland is taking six months.

Section Three: Background 
Material and Further Reading

Background Material

HM Government  Terms of Reference on 
the UK-EU Future Relationship Negotiations, 
February 2020 https://assets.publishing.
service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/869397/
Terms_of_reference_on_the_UK-EU_
negotiations.pdf

European Commission  Council Decision 
authorising the opening of negotiations with 
the UK for a new partnership agreement 
12 February 2020. https://www.consilium.
europa.eu/media/42737/st05870-en20.pdf

European Commission Annex to Council 
Decision authorising the opening of 
negotiations with the UK for a new partnership 
agreement, 25 February 2020. https://www.
consilium.europa.eu/media/42736/st05870-
ad01re03-en20.pdf

European Commission Speech by Michel 
Barnier to the students at ESCP Europe: 
Cooperation in the Age of Brexit, 26 February 
2020. https://ec.europa.eu/commission/
presscorner/detail/en/SPEECH_20_340

HM Government the Future Relationship with 
the EU. The UK’s Approach to Negotiations, 
February 2020. https://assets.publishing.
service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/868874/The_
Future_Relationship_with_the_EU.pdf

Financial Times Brexit’s dynamic deadlock. 
FT, 25 February 2020. https://www.
ft.com/content/7deeff12-5789-11ea-abe5-
8e03987b7b20 

RTE EU to insist on ‘level playing field’ in UK trade 
talks. RTE, 25 February 2020. https://www.
rte.ie/news/world/2020/0225/1117425-
brexit 

The Telegraph Liam Halligan. Faced with 
the EU’s outrageous demands, Britain has 
every right to play tough. Telegraph, 24 
February 2020. https://www.telegraph.co.uk/
politics/2020/02/24/faced-eus-outrageous-
demands-britain-has-every-right-play-tough 

BBC UK warns it could abandon EU trade 
talks in June. BBC, 27 February 2020. https://
www.bbc.com/news/business-51657273 

The Guardian EU demands UK keeps 
chlorinated chicken ban to get trade deal. 
Guardian, 25 February 2020.  https://www.
theguardian.com/politics/2020/feb/25/keep-
chlorinated-chicken-ban-to-win-trade-deal-
eu-tells-uk 

Spectator Full text: Top UK Brexit negotiator 
David Frost on his plans for an EU trade deal, 
18 February 2020.  https://www.spectator.
co.uk/2020/02/full-text-top-uk-brexit-
negotiator-david-frost-on-his-plans-for-an-
eu-trade-deal 
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Reaction David Frost speech in full: Britain’s 
Brexit position, 18 February 2020. https://
www.reaction.life/david-frost-speech-in-full-
britains-brexit-position 

BBC Brexit negotiator says UK must be able 
to set its own laws. BBC, 18 February 2020.
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-politics-51538491 

Politico UK’s EU guru explains Brexit with 
dinosaurs and de Gaulle. Politico, 18 February 
2020. https://www.politico.eu/article/boris-
johnsons-eu-guru-explains-brexit-with-
dinosaurs-and-de-gaulle 

Irish Times Johnson orders Brexit team to 
‘get around’ Northern checks protocol. IT, 24 
February 2020. https://www.irishtimes.com/
news/ireland/irish-news/johnson-orders-
brexit-team-to-get-around-northern-checks-
protocol-1.4182462 

The Telegraph Boris Johnson piles pressure 
on EU’s Brexit ‘time wasters’ by kick starting 
trade talks with the US within a fortnight. 
Telegraph, 24 February 2020. https://www.
telegraph.co.uk/politics/2020/02/23/boris-
johnson-piles-pressure-eus-brexit-time-
wasters-kick-starting 

Irish Times Michel Barnier rejects UK’s call 
for Canada-style trade deal. IT, 19 February 
2020. https://www.irishtimes.com/business/
economy/michel-barnier-rejects-uk-s-call-
for-canada-style-trade-deal-1.4177841 

Financial Times Brussels hits back at UK 
over Brexit regulation. FT, 19 February 2020. 
https://www.ft.com/content/f81c7bde-5306-
11ea-8841-482eed0038b1

The Guardian Europe’s British question: 
how will the EU’s big powers play the next 
phase? Guardian, 5 February 2020. https://
www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/
feb/05/europe-british-brexit-uk-eu  

The Telegraph Brussels seems determined to 
cut off its nose to spite its face in trade talks with 
the UK. Telegraph, 22 February 2020. https://
www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2020/02/21/
brussels-seems-determined-cut-nose-spite-
face-trade-talks-uk

The Guardian the EU will respect British 
sovereignty and Britain must respect ours. 
Guardian, 28 February 2020.  https://www.
theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/
feb/28/eu-british-sovereignty-britain-single-
market 

Tony Connelly The EU and UK: A collapse in 
trust ahead of trade talks.  RTE, 22 February 
2020. https://www.rte.ie/news/analysis-and-
comment/2020/0221/1116829-eu-uk-trade-
talks 

The Telegraph the EU is terrified by Britain’s 
new strategy for Brexit talks. Telegraph, 18 
February 2020. https://www.telegraph.co.uk/
politics/2020/02/18/eu-terrified-britains-
new-strategy-brexit-talks 

Financial Times Blue passports set for rollout 
in symbolic return to old design. FT, 21 February 
2020. https://www.ft.com/content/8a166ff6-
54b3-11ea-8841-482eed0038b1 

The Guardian Sadiq Khan urges EU to offer 
Britons ‘associate citizenship’. Guardian, 18 
February 2020. https://www.theguardian.
com/politics/2020/feb/18/sadiq-khan-urges-
eu-to-offer-britons-associate-citizenship  
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RTE EU to seek return of cultural 
artefacts under Brexit deal. RTE, 18 
February 2020. https://www.rte.ie/news/
brexit/2020/0218/1116159-elgin-marbles 

The Guardian The starting gun has fired 
on Brexit trade talks- and we’re already 
running out of time.  Guardian, 19 February 
2020. https://www.theguardian.com/
commentisfree/2020/feb/19/brexit-trade-
deal-boris-johnson-no-deal-britain 

RTE ‘We’ll rip each other apart’ – French 
minister expects battle in Brexit talks. RTE, 
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